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For 4k a left distributive algebra satisfying left cancellation, as noted by Dehomoy in [6] , the action of BN on '8ZN is still a partial group action. That is, for Z in VYN, the equation ;"I = Z has at most one solution, so ?'I _' is unique when defined. Also needed to check that this action is well defined is a result of Garside [14] Let Bi be the set of positive braids in B,v-braids which can be represented by a word (possibly empty) in which the generators occur only positively. Thus Dehornoy's ordering extends the notion of positive braid: for 2 < N 5 co, Bz is a proper subset of (2 E Bx : F < ct}. The ordering is preserved under left translations; this yields, as remarked by Larue, a combinatorial proof that the braid groups are torsion free.
In this paper a result about a free left distributive version of Artin's group action is proved; this is then used to derive a result about <. Let x0,x1,. ,xn,. . be the g, generators of J&',,). Define x," = X,-I, xi_, = xI_Ixi, and xJ"' = xj for j # i -1, i. This does not induce a partial action of B, on &(,, ((xaxa)"' = (xtx~)~I for example). We define a subset of dC1, ~ those members of &(,, which can be expressed in "decreasing division form". Decreasing division form (DDfl is defined with the aid of a natural linear ordering + on Y&'(,~.
Theorem. The action of the generators given above induces a partial group uction of B, on DDF. This action is ordes preserving, faithjid, and for all w E DDF und x E B&, w 3 w".
To define DDF, as in the case of the normal forms of [21, 221, we will not work in d,, but in .YC,l, the result of enlarging S,,) to include a composition operation, and work with the DDF of that larger algebra. Elrifai and Morton [ 121 define a partial ordering on B,: x is less than B in their sense if and only if there are y and 6 in B&, at least one of y, 6 different from E, with B = ga6.
Theorem. The ordering < extends the ordering oj' Elr$ai and Morton. For N jinitr, B; is well ordered under <.
The parts of Section 1 needed for Sections 2 and 3 are Theorem 1.5 and basic properties of left distributive algebras (Proposition 1 .l). Theorem 1.5 states the linear ordering on free left distributive algebras [4] [5] [6] [7] 21 , 221 in a general form. It is the version in [7] generalized to the ;YK's; it follows from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Theorem 1.3 was derived from large cardinals in [21] , and without them in [6] ; a short proof is given in [19] . A short account of parts of Theorem 1.4 may be found in, e.g., [9] .
1.
We recall some facts from [4] [5] [6] [7] 21 , 221, and related results.
In a language with two binary operation symbols . and 0, let, writing ut' for u.c, C be the set of laws {(aob)oc = ao(boc), (aob)c = a(k), a(boc) = aboac, aoh = aboa}.
Then C implies the left distributive law (u(k) = (a o b)c = (ub o u)c = ub(uc)).
Two models of C are (G, o, .) where G is a group, o is the group operation and is conjugacy, and, from set theory, (8;., 0, .), where for i, a limit ordinal 6;. is the set of nontrivial elementary embedding j : (Vj,, E) + (V;, c), o is composition, and ,j . k = lJ,,;.j(k n V,). Let .Ph., for K a cardinal, be the free algebra satisfying Z on generators {xX : a < FL}, and let 9 = 81.
Let A, (respectively, P,) be the set of terms in the variables x0,x1,. .,x2, . (2 < K) using the operation (respectively, . and 0). An example of such a term is (xzxt ) o (x*(x3 o x0)). Then d, = A,/ E,&~ and PK = P,/ -_y,~, where for U, 2: E A,, u E,~A,. r iff L' is the result of repeated substitutions in u using the left distributive law, and E CP,, is similarly defined by substitutions using C.
Let % be an algebra satisfying C (or a left distributive algebra, in which case delete the parts of the following definitions involving 0). Forcg,cr,... , c, E '27, write coct . . . c,, for (((cccl )cz). .)c, and write cocr c,,_~oc,,
Let u = cocr . ..c._I*c, mean that u = cocr .'.c,, or u = c()ct '.f q-1 oc,. Then for any ZA E PPh., u can be written in the form popI P,,_~ * P,~
where po is a generator. For U, v E %?, say that u is a left component of c (U <t_ c) if there are ~0,. , u, E % with c' = UUOU~ . . q-1 * u,. Then -CL is a transitive relation on $5.
We summarize some facts (% is still an arbitrary left distributive algebra or an algebra satisfying C). For K = 1, a stronger statement holds: < t_ linearly orders d and 9. This was first proved in [21] (with the irreflexivity part coming via the large cardinal axiom).
Dehornoy [4, 51 around the same time proved, independently and by a different method that for every a, b E &, a <L b or b 5~ a (from Theorem 1.4(iii) below). Thus he was only missing irreflexivity for the proof of the linear ordering. We summarize Dehornoy's method, and some applications of it using irreflexivity, in Theorem 1.4. We summarize the method of [21, 221 in Theorems 1.6 and 1.7. Either of these two methods, combined with the ZFC proof of Theorem 1.3 in [6] , give a proof in ZFC that <r linearly orders J&' and 9. This linear ordering is stated here in a general form in Theorem 1.5. The following remark about ph. will be used below: if t <L wx in YK and x is a generator then t sL w. Namely, for some generator y, ty IL wx, and ty, wx E sd,.
One has then that ty is a cut of some word for wx. 
Theorem 1.5. Given u linear ordering + on {xX : a < K}, extend it to a relution + on 9, us above. Then 4 linearly orders YK, extends -C L, and if p, q, r E 9x with q -X r, then pq + p o q -X pr (whence pq = pr H q = r, pq + pr * q -C r).
Proof. Let _G!; be the free left distributive algebra with generators {xX : r < K} U {x}, where x is a new variable, and let + on J$ be defined as above from the given ordering on {xX : x < K} together with x < x, (all CI). Finally, -X is irreflexive on 9, : for p E Pp,, p 74 p since px # px in S:. Thus at most one of u < w, 2; = w, w < c holds. This proves the linearity of 3, and the other statements in the theorem are immediate from that and the definition of the ordering. 0
The division form of [21, 221 is a way to determine, for U, v E 9, which of u <L C, u = v, v <L u holds, by a type of lexicographic comparison. The remarks about it (from here through the end of this section) are included for completeness and for comparison with the next section, which is a self-contained version of division forms for the case of PC,,. (
ii) Moreover, let (T,C) be the rooted, .Y-labeled tree such thut / (root of T) = u. such thut c"(t) <L p implies t is a maxinzal node of' T, and such that p <L /(t) implies, letting po pn_l * p,, be the p-normal term equulliny t(t), t's immediute successors are to,. . , t, with [(ti) = p,. Then T is jinite.
The uniqueness part relies on ii-reflexivity. The term for u given by part (ii) (in a language with a symbol for each q IL p) is called the p-division form of U. 
That is, for i 2 n, u; = Zi_n(uouI ... u,_~,u,~).

Theorem 1.7 (Laver [21, 221). For p,u, u E 3, u CL L' if and only ij St,(u) is lexicoyruphicaZZy less thun s,(v).
ptThat is, SJu) is a proper initial segment of S,(v), or S,(U) and Sp(r) differ at some first coordinate i and ui -CL v,. To derive that <L linearly orders 9, let p be the generator x0 of 9. For u, c' E 9, whether or not u <L c is decided by comparing S(U) and S(v), and then if S(U) and S(c) first differ at coordinates u;, vI, comparing S(u;) and S(Q), etc. One can check that this procedure ends in a finite number of steps.
If 2.4 = popI.' . pn_l * p,, is a po-normal term, then it is seen that for each i < n, pi+1 is the -CL greatest member q of 9' with PO .. piq IL u (see e.g. Lemma 2.1(i) below). Theorem 1.6(i) thus implies that a type of division algorithm for 9 terminates in a finite number of steps. Namely, if u <L v let us be greatest with uuo <L r, and if UUO, uouo # c let ui be greatest with uuoui <L c, etc. Then for some n, v = uucui . u,, or c = uuoul . u,_l 0 u,.
2.
From here on, -X is the linear ordering on YC3 induced by the ordering x0 % xi t x2 + . + x,? + . ., as in Theorem 1.5. A normal term is an xi-normal term for xi a generator. We will blur the distinction, when no confusion should arise, between such terms and the members of 9(,) they represent.
For a po-normal term popI . . . pn-l * p,,, define its associated sequence S(pop, . 
(iii) If q E p-DDF, then every proper subterm of the p-DDF term representing q is i q.
Proof. We have that (i) implies (ii), since for L(p) = x, we
Lemma 2. For p,q,s E (a o b)-DDF (i) q < p implies p II q. (ii) p ? q implies p >-q. (iii) p 7 q 2 s implies p 7 s.
Proof. 
Then because the xi's are free generators of PCzJ, this map extends to a map u + uu8 from PC,) to PC1,. Proof. First Proof. We have that x~'~+"" and x~+"'~'+' equal
and for j > i + 1, xi"' and x,"'"' are The proof works for any (x E B, such that (2)" exists, but this improvement is vacuous by the following result due to Larue. The faithfulness of the action of B, on (%)"' follows from Theorem 3.1(i) and (ii). We derive the faithfulness of the action of B, on DDF. By Theorem 3.5 the linear ordering < extends the partial ordering on B, used by Elrifai and Morton in [12] (they defined ,G < r +-+ for some ;', 6 E Bf, with at least one of "/, 6 different from E, CI = y/IS). 
